COVER STORY

BY ALL ACCOUNTS, 2020 WAS BEING TOUTED AS A BIG YEAR FOR UNIFIED
JCCgD.c.JD]c+DJ=J&yɌgcDJɰJD%JY]s9g]c+JscYgc+c]ccCDcsJg=Ɍ
ANNA HAYES EXPLORES DEVELOPMENTS IN THE AREA, PARTICULARLY IN THE AREA OF AI.

T

he future is accelerating: that’s
the general consensus of
commentators in the AV and, in
×Úæ¬ê½Úɇæ©êÄ¬ĈËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄÄ
collaboration (UCC) industry.
Video conferencing solutions have
been given a serious workout over the
last six months but, as was stressed at
InfoComm 2020 Connected (itself an
online event) during a discussion on
æ©¬ÞõÚüæË×¬ɇæ©Ú¬Þ¬¤¬ąÚÄ
between video conferencing and UCC.
Ä¬æ¬Þæ©æ¬ąÚÄæ¬æ¬ËÄö©¬©¬Þ
and will continue to drive development
in the UCC area, particularly with the
¬ÄËÚ×ËÚæ¬ËÄË£Úæ¬Ĉ¬½¬Äæ½½¬¤Ä
capabilities, whether that will be for an
in-house or a distributed workforce, in
the future.
Other factors, such as a seeming
push for touchless technology, will drive
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development on the control side of things
and may open the way for smoother
incorporation of digital assistants into
systems that had, traditionally, been
sceptical of this move.
A GOLDEN AGE
Ingram Micro’s senior category strategy
consultant for UCC Chad Simon believes
we are entering a ‘golden age’ for UCC
with some of the industry’s brightest
minds focused on improving the user
experience and some of the highest
adoption rates ever seen. In addition, the
barrier to entry is being lowered, with
many enterprise grade technologies
becoming available to smaller markets.
“The biggest mission is to democratise
the industry and shrink the barrier to
entry for the smaller entities out there.
It is also the biggest opportunity for

improvement in the industry today.”
Leaving aside its role in UCC, Chad
believes that AI already plays an integral
role in our day-to-day endeavours, so
much so that most people don’t really
notice it at all.
“When something becomes ubiquitous
in society, it is amazing how much the
mechanisms behind the scene become
ÃÚ¤¬Ä½¬ÞɌc©Þ¬æêæ¬ËÄ¬ÞÄË¬ąÚÄæ
with AI in UCC,” he says, pointing out that
asking Google or Alexa to switch on your
music have been commonplace in homes
and businesses across the globe.
AI, he points out, drives the speech
recognition and the subsequent activity.
“This is where people forget or maybe
misinterpret the U in UCC. Everybody
ºÄËöÞ¬æÞæÄÞ£ËÚgÄ¬Ĉɇêæö©æ
ûæ½üËÞ¬æêÄ¬£üɍcËÃɇæ©gêÄ¬ĈÞ
many disparate technologies through
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communications. So, AI plays an integral
ÚË½æ©æ©Þ×ÚË£ËêÄąæËÄæ©
experience.”
And that’s the big buzzword when it
comes to most AV tech but particularly in
the UCC area – the user experience.
According to Jabra ANZ managing
director David Piggott, many UC
deployments fail because the solution
does not meet user needs in terms of
functionality or user experience quality.
In many cases, businesses who are trying
to enhance digital customer experiences
with big data insights are unaware
that they can do the same with their
collaboration spaces.
ɶüĈÄ¬Ä¤×ÚËĈ½Þ£ËÚ©æü×
of user, describing what they do
and what their UC requirements are,
businesses can determine the amount
of time savings, productivity gains, and
Ć¬Ä¬Þ¤¬ÄËÄ©êÞÚ×ÚËĈ½Ɍɷ
The subsequent data can reveal
new insights and change the way an
organisation does things.
“Outlining these strategic UC objectives
will highlight the required UC solution and
ensure businesses aren’t wasting budget
and resources on inadequate technology,”
David adds.
Organisations, he says, are opting for
technology that enhances the virtual
experience, adding that UC technology is
õ¬æ½¬Ä£¬½¬ææ¬Ä¤æ©ÄöÃË¬½ɇĉû¬½
workplace.
THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF AI
For Holger Stoltz, senior director of
technical sales and marketing at Yamaha
gÄ¬ĈËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄÞɇ©ÞÞ£ËêÚ
areas within UCC where AI can change
the way things work – audio, video,
building maintenance/planning, and
virtual assistant compatibility.
In terms of audio, he says that using AI
allows you to identify noises much easier
and more quickly.
“It’s important because we don’t
want to react to somebody hitting their
keyboard, we want to react to somebody
speaking. We call that human-voice
activity detection so our products
actually detect when a voice is active.”
The second area of interest for Yamaha
UC relates to location of sound which is a
rapidly improving area. Using amplitude,
echo around the microphone and other
aspects helps the AI algorithms to predict
the distance of the speaker from the

microphone. This allows it to disregard
background noise or disruption.
In terms of video, AI focuses on where
the speaker is in the picture.
“AI actually helps to identify how many
people are there, where are they in the
room, should I auto zoom, who’s speaking
right now, is there lip movement, and they
can actually react to that and focus on
the relevant person.”
With 180 degree cameras, he points
out, not only can you see everyone in
the room, but it can also tie into the area
of building maintenance whereby the
operating camera could alert building
managers to issues in the room.
“You can do that with AI as it will
automatically detect what’s going on in
æ©ÚËËÃÄ¬£¬æËÞÄɹæĈæö¬æ©ö©æɹÞ
expected.”
JÄËÃ×Äüæ©æËąÚÞǽȄǼɬ¤Ú
ÃÚ¬Ä¬æÞĉ¤Þ©¬×VÄÞæÃË½
is Jabra. David says that AI technology
has seen cameras begin to operate as
sensors.
“When AI algorithms are applied to
video streams coming from cameras, the
ÞêÞÙêÄææ½ºÞËąÚæ¬ËÄ½
insights for businesses; for example,
data around productivity, call quality and
employee message retention.”
In the same vein, AI can also help with
scheduling and, in some cases, make
suggestions to meeting organisers to use
smaller or more suitable rooms, based
on the number of people it counts in the
room, the regularity of this same meeting,
etc.
“There is cost involved in all of this.
yËêöÄææËĈÄËêæ©ËöË£æÄÚËËÃÞÚ
being used, how many people are in it, is
¬æ¬Ä¤êÞĆ¬Äæ½üÄɇ¬£ÄËæɇ½æɹÞ
change and reduce the number of rooms
or the size of the rooms and save money,”
says Holger.
Finally, Holger sees digital assistants
coming more to the forefront in UCC
operations, particularly in a post-COVID
world.
At the moment, transcription of
meetings is where it is being used most
and these systems are constantly
improving.
“Right now, we are having a meeting
and if we had an assistant if would, if it’s
a bad one, say Speaker 1 and Speaker 2.
A better one would recognise the person
who is using the system all the time and
use their name.”

David adds that Jabra sees a big
opportunity in the area of speech
analytics, particularly in contact centres
where each call is critical.
“With AI, every call can be analysed to
highlight call dynamics and improve the
call experience.”
He cites the ability to analyse a caller’s
tone to determine whether they are
having a good experience, whether
the agent is having a good experience
and if that translates in tone, and if the
customer feels understood.
“With careful tone analysis, AI can
replicate a supervisor listening into every
call, creating more opportunity and
scalability,” he says.
Better video, clearer audio, smarter
systems: it all sounds like a winner, so
what’s the catch?
PROCESSING POWER
“AI requires processing power – that is
the biggest hurdle it has. You can buy a
video camera for US$130 and it will be
¤ËËÄËê¤©£ËÚüËêÚ©ËÃËĆɌ.£üËê
buy one with AI, it’s probably going to
be around $800 and that has to do with
the processing power required to run the
algorithm,” says Holger.
Processing power means cost and,
until quite recently, there was not a lot
to shout about in terms of AI in these
devices, even the ones that had it. Holger
says there was an element of companies
saying they had it, but quietly, because it
wasn’t quite to a level that people would
expect just yet.
Networks are key in the deployment of
AI-enabled technology, adds David.
“Network factors like LAN and WAN
capacity still impact UC technology’s
¬½¬æüæËË×Úæąæ¬õ½üɌ
Organisations must be strategic with UC
technology adoption to deliver a holistic
UC and collaboration environment.”
AI OR SMART PROGRAMMING?
%ËÚÞËÃɇæ©ĈÄ¬æ¬ËÄË£.¬Þ¬Ä¤
½ËËÞ½üąËÚɌ
9ÄÞɹæ©ÄË½Ë¤ü½9ąC;Äā¬
feels that the term has become a
marketing buzzword where something
claims to have AI technology but it is, he
feels, a stretch.
“I see it a lot and you go ‘really? That’s
just a movement sensor that detects
people walking into a room. It not
learning, it’s just responding.”
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9ą£½Þæ©æ.¬ÞÞæ¬½½õÚüÞ¬
¬Äö©æ¬æÄËêæÞüÞæ©æËÄ
ÞüÞæÃÞ©õæ©¬Äæ½½¬¤Äê×£ÚËÄæɇ
¬æö¬½½©Ú½¬ÄÄöÚË£êæËÃæ¬ËÄ
×¬½¬æüɌ
ɶõÚüËÄ¬Þ½ËËº¬Ä¤æõ½Ë×¬Ä¤
ÞÃÚæÚÞüÞæÃÞÄÞ½£ɬöÚÞüÞæÃÞɇ
Äæ©¬Ä¤Þ½¬ºÞÄÞ¬Ä¤æ©ÄêÃÚË£
×Ë×½¬ÄÚËËÃÄ¬Äæ¬£ü¬Ä¤ÞËêÄÞ
ææÚɌêæ×ÚÞËÄ½½üɇ.æ©¬Äº¬æɹÞÞæÚæ©
æË½½æ©æ.Ɍɷ
9ÄÞɇ©×Ë¬ÄæÞËêæɇ©ÞÄêÃÚË£
ÃæÚº¬Ä¤Ã¬ÚË×©ËÄÞɇû×½¬Ä¬Ä¤
æ©ææ©üÄɇąæ¬õ½üɇɸ½¬ÞæÄɹ¬Äæ©
¬½¬Ä¤Ä¬Äæ¬£üö©æÞËêÄÞ½¬º
Þ×©ËõÚÄË¬Þɇ½ËºÃËÄæ©
Þ×ºÚÄ£Ë½½Ëöæ©ÃÚËêÄæ©
ÚËËÃɌ
ɶ¤¬Äɇ¬ÄÃüÃ¬Äɇ.©Þ¬ææ¬æ
ÄÞü¬æɹÞÞæ¬½½ÄËæÚ½½ü.ɇ·êÞæ½õÚ
×ÚË¤ÚÃÃ¬Ä¤Ɍɷ
õ¬ɇ©ËöõÚɇ£½Þæ©æ.¬ÞÞ©×¬Ä¤
æ©gÞ×©Ú¬ÄÄöÄû¬æ¬Ä¤öüÞɌ
ɶüºÄËö¬Ä¤©ËöÃÄü×Ë×½Ú
×ÚÞÄæ¬ÄÃæ¬Ä¤£ËÚûÃ×½ɇ.Ä
ÚæÚÄ¤Ë£ÞË£æöÚËÄæÚË½Þ¬¤Ä½ÞɌ
c©¬ÞÄêæËÃæÚËËÃÚÞÚõæ¬ËÄÄ
Ú½ÞɇêæËÄËÃËêÞ½üæêÚÄËą×ËöÚ
ËÄÞêÃ¬Ä¤Ùê¬×ÃÄæö©Ä¬æ¬ÞÄËæ
ÄËÚÄ½üÞæ©ÞÞËÄ½¬æüÄ
êÞË£ËÚ×ËÚæÚ½ÞæææËË×æ¬Ã¬Þ
ËĆÞ×Ɍ
SHOW ME THE MONEY
ÄËæ©Ú©½½Ä¤ɇ+Ë½¤Ú×Ë¬ÄæÞËêæɇ¬Þ
©½½Ä¤¬Ä¤Ã¬ÄÞæÞ¬ÄÚ½æ¬ËÄæËÙê½¬æü
ËõÚÙêÄæ¬æüɇÄõ½ê£ËÚÃËÄüɌ
ɶc©ËÚ×ËÚæÃÚºæ¬ÞÞ½ËöæË
êüæ©ÃËÚû×ÄÞ¬õõ¬ÞêÞ
½ËæË£×Ë×½Þæ©ææ©üÄ×êæ
ʅǽǾǼË½½ÚÃÚê×ÄÞºö©üæ©ü
Þ©Ëê½êüʅȂǼǼËÚʅȄǼǼÃÚɌc©ü
ËÄɹæ½ËËºææ©õ½êæ©æËÃÞËêæ
Ë£¬æɌɷ
c©ÃÚºæɇ©ÞüÞɇÄÞæË
êæ£ÚËÃ½½¬ąÚÄæÞ¬Þɇ£ÚËÃ
æ©¬Äæ¤ÚæËÚÞËÚËÄÞê½æÄæÞÚÚü¬Ä¤
ËêæÄ¬ÄÞæ½½æ¬ËÄæËæ©gõÄËÚÞ
ö©ËÞ××½¬æ¬ËÄÞÚÚæ¬£ü¬Ä¤Úæ¬Ä
×ÚËêæÞɌ
ɶc©üɘæ©õÄËÚÞəêÄÚÞæÄ
æ©æææÚæ©ÄË½Ë¤ü¤¬õÞææÚ
û×Ú¬ÄɌc©õÄËÚÞÚÚæ¬£ü¬Ä¤
×ÚËêæÞÄËöÄõÄæ©Ëê¤©×ÚËêæÞ
©õæ©æÚæ¬Ĉæ¬ËÄɇæ©õÄËÚÞÚ
ÄËæ×êÞ©¬Ä¤æ©æɌc©üÚ×êÞ©¬Ä¤æ©¬Ú
ÞË£æöÚÄ¬£æ©üÞæ©ææ©ÚɹÞ
ê¤æ×ÚË½Ãæ©üÄæ½½æ©Ãæ©ÚɹÞ
©×ÃÚæ©üÄêüɌɷ
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.æÞÃÞæ©êÄ¬ĈËÃÃêÄ¬æ¬ËÄÞ
ÃÚºæÄÞÃËÚêÄ¬Ĉ××ÚË©
£ÚËÃæ©×½üÚÞö¬æ©¬Ä¬æɌ
ɶc©×Ë¬ÄæËÃÞö©Úæ©Ä
êÞÚÞ©õæËö¬æÄÞÞæ©ÞÚõ¬Þ
ËÚ£êÄæ¬ËÄ½¬æü¬ÄÃËÚû×ÄÞ¬õ
õ¬ɌÄæ©æ¬Þæ©ËÄ½üöüæË¤æ
Ä.c×ÚæÃÄææËÃËõÄêüæ©æ
×ÚËêæɌc©êæ¬ËÄË£æ©ÄêÞÚ¬Þ
¬Ã×ËÚæÄæêÞæ©üÚæ©ËÄÞö©Ë
ö¬½½Þüɸ.Äæ©¬Þ£æêÚÞË.ÄüËê
æËêüæ©æ×ÚËêæɹɌɷ
©¤ÚÞɇ×Ë¬Äæ¬Ä¤Ëêææ©ææ©ËÞ¬Ä
¬ÞæÚ¬êæ¬ËÄ©õÄõÄæ¤¬Äæ©æɇü
Þ¬ææ¬Ä¤¬Äæ©Ã¬½Ë£æ©¬ÄêÞæÚüɇæ©ü
©õÚ½æ¬ËÄÞ©¬×Þö¬æ©õÚüËÄ£ÚËÃ
æ©ÃÄê£æêÚÚ½½æ©öüæËæ©Ä
êÞÚÞɌ
ɶc©¬Þ×êæÞêÞ¬Äæ©Þæ×ËÞ¬æ¬ËÄæË
×½üæ©ɸÃæ©ÃºÚɹÚË½Äõ½Ë×
ÞæÚæ¤¬×ÚæÄÚÞ©¬×Þæ©æÚ¬Ä¤Ùê½¬æü
ÞË½êæ¬ËÄÞæËÃÚºææ½ËöÚËõÚ½½×Ú¬Þ
Äɇö¬æ©æ©¤ê¬ÄË£ËêÚ©ÄÄ½
×ÚæÄÚÞɇÚÞê½æ¬ÄÞêÞæ¬Ä½õ½ê
ÄÞË½¬êÞ¬ÄÞÞËêæËÃÞ£ËÚæ©
êÞæËÃÚɌɷ
DO UC THE FUTURE?
]Ëɇ¬Ä£êæêÚæ©æêÚÚÄæ½ü½ËËºÞæË
ÚÃæ¬½½ü©Ä¤ÞÚÞê½æË£
Jr.ɬǽȅÄæ©ąæÞæ©æö¬½½©õ
ËÄ©Ëöö¤ËËêæËêÚüɬæËɬü
½¬õÞɇö©æÚË½Äg×½üɇÄö¬½½
æ©û×æõ½Ë×ÃÄæ¤æºËÄ
æÚº¬ÄöËÚº¬Ä¤öËÚ½æ©æÃüËÃ
¬ÄÚÞ¬Ä¤½üÃËÚÚÃËæɍ
cËê©½ÞÞæ©ÄË½Ë¤ü¬Þ¬¤êāā
öËÚææ©ÃËÃÄæÞö½½ÃÚ
ÞËÃÄö£ËêÄ¤ÚÃ×©Ë¬æÄÄ¬ÞɌ
c©¬Þɇ+Ë½¤Úæ©¬ÄºÞɇö¬½½½Úææ©
õ½Ë×ÃÄæË£õË¬ËÄæÚË½¬Äæ©ËĆ
©ê½ËÚËÚÚËËÃɌ
ɶ.Äæ©×Þæ.öËê½Þüö©üöËê½
üËê¬Äæ¤ÚæËÚæÄæËÞüɸÃêæ
ËÄ£ÚÄ×©ËÄɹö©ÄüËêºÄËö
æ©ÚɹÞêææËÄæ©ÚɌ.æ©¬Äºöö¬½½Þ
ÞËÃº¬ÄË£æÚÄæËöÚ½ÞÞæËê©¬Ä¤
Ë£õ¬Þɑöö¬½½ÞÞ×©ÚË¤Ä¬æ¬ËÄ
Ä¬Äæ½½¬¤ÄÃËõ¬Ä¤ÃËÚÄÃËÚ
¬ÄæËæ©ËÄ£ÚÄÚËËÃɌɷ
.æ©ÞÄɹæÄêÞæ©êÞ£Úɇ©×Ë¬ÄæÞ
ËêæɇêÞË£ÞêÚ¬æüËÄÚÄÞɌ
ɶDËËÄÚ½½üöÄæÞÃāËÄÄ½û
æË½¬ÞæÄæË½½Ë£üËêÚÃæ¬Ä¤ÞÄÚËÚ
¬æÄ×êæ¬æÞËÃö©ÚËÄÃāËÄɹÞ
ÞÚõÚÞêæ.æ©¬Äºæ©ææê½½üö¬½½
©Ä¤ÄËöɌɷ
9ą¤ÚÞËÄæ©æËê©½ÞÞÞ¬Ë£
æ©¬Ä¤Þêæ½¬õÞæ©æɇ¬Äæ©ÃËÚ

¬ÃÃ¬æ£êæêÚɇæ©¬Þö¬½½ÃÄ¬£Þæ¬æÞ½£
¬ÄÃËÚyJËąÚ¬Ä¤ÞËÚ¬ÄËÚ×ËÚæ¬ËÄ
Ë£êÞÚɹÞËöÄõ¬ɌJÄË£9ÄÞɹ
ÚÄÞɇõË]üÞæÃÞɇ©Þ½Úü
ê×¤ÚÞËÃË£¬æÞËÄæÚË½×Ä½
ËąÚ¬Ä¤Þö¬æ©XYËÞæ©æ½½ËöêÞÚ
æËËÄæÚË½æ©¬Ä¤Þ£ÚËÃæ©¬Ú×©ËÄɒæ½æɇ
æɌ
+½¬õÞæ©æÄü¤Úæõ½Ë×ÃÄæ
¬Äæ©gÚɇ×Úæ¬ê½Ú½üö¬æ©.ɇ©Þ
ÄÞ¬½¬ÄÞËÃ×Ä¬ÞæÚüæË¤æ
æ©¬ÚÚÃËæ¬Ä£ÚÞæÚêæêÚ½ËºËöÄɌ
ɶc©¬Ä¤Þ½¬ºÚÃËæÞÞɇÞêÚ¬æüɇ
Þæ¬½¬æüɇÞ½¬Ä¤ê×æ©¬ÚËÄÄæ¬õ¬æüɫ
æ©ÚÞæË£ǾǼǾǼ¬Þ¤Ë¬Ä¤æËËê×¬
üæ©æɌc©û×æ¬ËÄɇ.æ©¬Äºɇ¬Þ¤Ë¬Ä¤æË
æ©æËê©½ÞÞæ©¬Ä¤êÞæ©ÚɹÞ
Ä£ËÚæ©æÄËöɌɷ
©ÞüÞæ©æɇ¬ÄÞæË£ÞË½½ü
£ËêÞ¬Ä¤ËÄöËÚº×½æ©ÄË½Ë¤üɇ
ËÃ×Ä¬ÞÄÃÄê£æêÚÚÞÄæË
ËÄÞ¬Ú©Ëöæ©æ©ÄË½Ë¤üÄêÞ
æËöËÚº£ÚËÃÄüö©ÚÃËÚÞ¬½üÄ
ÞêÚ½üɌ
ɶ.Äæ©ÄÚ£êæêÚɇöÚ¤Ë¬Ä¤æË
ÞgÞüÞæÃÞæ©ææºÃÄüË£æ©
ÃêÄÄɇÚ×æ¬æ¬õæÞºÞËêæË£æ©
©ÄÞË£êÞÚÞɇæº¬Ä¤öüÃê©Ë£æ©
©êÃÄÚÚËÚ£æËÚÄ½½Ëö¬Ä¤£ËêÞ
ËÄ©¬¤©Ú½õ½æÞºÞɌ.Äæ©£Ú£êæêÚɇ
æ©ÚɹÞÄËËêæöö¬½½ÞÞüÞæÃÞÄ
Ú©¬ææêÚÞæ©æÞ©ÚÚÞËêÚÞ£ÚËÃ
õ¬æËõ¬ɇÄ×Ë¬ÄææËÄ×Ë¬Äæɇ
Úæ¬Ä¤ÞËÃö©æË£ɸÄêÚ½ÄæöËÚºɹ
û×ËÄÄæ¬½½ü¬ÄÚÞ¬Ä¤ËÃ×êæ×ËöÚɇ
Äö¬æ©ÄêÞ¬½¬æüɌɷ
õ¬ÞɆɶ.Äæ©£êæêÚɇ.Ëê½
êÞæËê¬½©æĉËöÞ£ËÚÚ©¬ææêÚ½
Þ¬¤ÄɇÚæ¬Ä¤ÞÃÚæÚê¬½¬Ä¤ÞÄ
¬æ¬ÞɇÄÞõ¬Ä¤êÞ¬ÄÞÞÞÃ¬½½¬ËÄÞ¬Ä
Ú½ÞææËÞæÞɌɷ
c©ÚæË£½Úæ¬ËÄ¬Äæ©¬ÞÚɇ
9ą£½Þɇ©ÞÚêÄ¬ÄæËÚË½Ëº£ËÚ
æ©¬ÞüÚɌêæ¬Ä©¬ÞÃ¬Äɇæ©Ú¬Þöü
æË¤Ë£ËÚöÞÄüËÄæÚË½ÞüÞæÃÞ
ö¬æ©æ©æÞ¬¤Ä¬ĈÄæ½õ½Ë£¬Äæ½½¬¤Ä
·êÞæüæɌ
ɶc©Äûæ½õ½¬ÞÄËæ·êÞæææ¬Ä¤
×Ë×½êæ¬Äæ¬£ü¬Ä¤ö©Ëæ©üÚɇö©æ
æ©¬ÚÚË½ÞÚÄö©ææ©üÄæ©
ÚËËÃæËËɌɷ
.æɹÞæ©Þ¬ɬĈÞæ¤ɇ©×Ë¬ÄæÞËêæɇö¬æ©
æ©ËÃ×êæÚÃËÄ¬æËÚ¬Ä¤æ©Þ¬æêæ¬ËÄɇ
æêÚÄ¬Ä¤õÚüæ©¬Ä¤ËÄæöËÞæ×Þ©Ë£
üËêÞËæ©æö©ÄüËêö½º¬ÄæËæ©ÚËËÃɇ
æ©Ãæ¬Ä¤¬Þê×Äæ©×©ËÄ½½©Þ
ÞæÚæɌ
ɶc©æöËê½öÞËÃɌÄ½ÞËº¬Ä
Ë£Þ×ËËºüɉɷ
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